All or Nothing™ FAQ

1. When will All or Nothing sales resume?

Sales for All or Nothing will resume on Sunday, August 25 and drawings will begin on August 26.

2. What changes can we expect when All or Nothing sales resume?

After sales for the game resume on August 25, in any drawing where the number of top prize winning plays is greater than 20, the top prize will be paid on a pari-mutuel rather than a fixed prize basis, and a liability cap of $5 million will be divided equally by the number of top prize winning plays. For instance, if there are 30 top prize winning plays, each winning play will be eligible for $166,666 as the top prize payment amount. The practice of setting a liability cap is a common lottery industry practice for games that offer fixed prizes.

3. Why were sales for All or Nothing temporarily suspended?

Due to a game design issue related to the current game structure, the Texas Lottery temporarily stopped sales for All or Nothing at approximately 11:40 a.m. on Monday, June 3. While there are more than 2.7 million possible number combinations, often our players were gravitating to a smaller subset of number combinations available for selection. We saw the potential for unusually and unreasonably high prize payouts should one of the favored combinations be drawn.

4. Did you temporarily suspend All or Nothing sales because too many people were winning?

No. We chose to temporarily stop sales of the game as a precautionary measure to protect the state from the possibility of unexpected financial liability should an unrealistic number of winners occur for a single drawing.
5. I have several winning *All or Nothing* tickets from past drawings, will they still be honored?

Yes. However, as with all Texas Lottery games, an *All or Nothing* winning ticket holder forfeits any claim to a prize after the expiration of the 180th day following the draw date. Texas Lottery deadlines to claim may be extended for a period of time for certain "eligible" military personnel. If you believe you are "eligible," you may contact our Customer Service Hotline at 1-800-37-LOTTO (1-800-375-6886) for additional details.

6. How many *All or Nothing* jackpot prize winners of $250,000 have there been?

Since the game launched Sept. 9, 2012, there have been 29 jackpot prize winners. Of those winners, 14 matched all 12 numbers drawn and 15 winners matched none of the numbers drawn.